Jarrad Hewett
Jarrad Hewett is a 3 Time International Best-Selling Author, Multi
Dimensional Energy Expert, and Founder of the Quantum
Technology Frequency Method™. He has been featured on NBC,
ABC, HGTV, DIY, and Lifetime.

Web Site:
www.JarradHewett.com

Jarrad Hewett’s Bio (Long):
Jarrad Hewett is the Best-Selling author of Love, Life, God: The
Journey of Creation and The Gospel of You, as well as the coauthor of the International #1 Best Seller, The Big E – Everything
is Energy. Jarrad is a multi-dimensional energy expert who
specializes in visionary teaching and remote healing energy work
that allows reconnection and healing at every level of being. He is
a bridger of consciousness, an awakener of souls, and a catalyst
for high level vibrational change that has brought about quantum
growth, abundance, healing, and instantaneous change and
manifestation in the lives of millions of clients across the globe.
The transformational energy he channels brings about change
that goes far beyond the 3-D “reality” and opens the Self up to its

truest and most connected experience of knowing Divine love at
every level of being. His natural abilities to see and transmute all
forms of energy have helped him bring about the highest forms of
planetary evolution and spiritual awakening in the world today.
Jarrad was born clairvoyant and clairaudient with the gift to see all
forms of energy. Raised in a strict, conservative home, Jarrad
was taught to hide his gifts. Religion told him that he was flawed,
broken, and wrong. As he grew, this manifested in becoming
morbidly obese by the age of 9. In his early twenties, he suffered
from debilitating heart problems that often landed him in the
Emergency room. Crippled by anxiety and depression, wracked
with guilt and disease, and believing his heart condition was going
to kill him, he finally surrender to the realization that everything is
energy.
Today Jarrad is a whole new person having transcended all his
past stories of disease and disharmony. He is one of the most
powerful and brilliant healers, writers, and channels on the planet.
Jarrad provides an awe-inspiring view of God, Consciousness
and what it means to be alive. Constant as the ever-present
moment of now is our Source Self, and Jarrad’s message is a
living embodiment to that concept. Understanding how to reach
and operate from that center are the keys to uniting and healing
not just a fractured culture, but a fractured self. By tapping into
our authentic self, we begin to see in life-altering ways that
through our own actions, in-actions, thoughts, beliefs, how our
world has come into being. The power of Jarrad’s gift embodies
the highest forms of oneness and love. An amazingly gifted healer
who has worked with some of the biggest and most recognizable
names in the self help and spiritual movement, Jarrad seeks to
help others reconnect with their own inner guidance, wisdom, and
peace and live an awakened life.
His goal is to empower all of creation by sharing his personal
humor and insight while returning all to their truest embodiment of

Self Love and actualized presence. Jarrad powerfully
demonstrates the full potential of love and conscious creatorship
in ways that will astound, astonish, and leave you breathlessly
moved. He takes his audience on an adventure to explore not
only the self and one's own creation, but the role of the self in the
overall creation and experience of the universe as well. Most
importantly, he empowers everyone to live in the now and shows
in life-altering ways how to truly love oneself.

Jarrad Hewett’s Bio (Short)
Jarrad Hewett is a 3 Time Best-Selling Author, Multi Dimensional
Energy Expert, and Founder of the Quantum Technology
Frequency Method™
He is the Best-Selling Author of Love, Life, God: The Journey of
Creation as well as the co-author of the International #1 BestSelling The Big E - Everything is Energy: Unleashing The Power
of Everyday Wisdom. His most recent book, The Gospel of You:
The Truth About God, Religion, and Who You Really Are is
available now.
Jarrad's in-depth energy work has lead to 3 #1 Best-Selling
books, a devoted client list featuring some of the biggest and
most well-known names in the Self Help and Spiritual
Movements, as well as numerous radio & television show
appearances - he can also be heard on CMT, HGTV, DIY, and
the Disney Channel.

Follow Jarrad Hewett
Facebook: Jarrad Hewett
Twitter: @JarradHewett

Testimonials:

The first time I played it I felt the energy coming in through my 3rd eye and on into my
head, especially to the pineal and pituitary it felt like. The "ingredients" for my track are
wonderful! So perfect.
~ Sylvia
"All my fields....emotional, mental, spiritual, physical, energetic...felt amazingly calm,
peaceful, balanced, harmonized, and centered... that feeling & state, of being in Divine
Flow with everything around you! Thank you bunches Jarrad!"
~ Regina
“The first time I listened to my personal frequency track I felt my whole body
vibrating!”
~ Corey

"I'm in awe of the connection I experience"
~ Sophie
"For me, this track is like a lullaby...warm and cozy."
~ Mary Ellen
"I felt all my chakras open up, the left and right hemispheres of my brain balanced, my
spinal cord opened up ... there was a shift in my kundalini channels, especially to the
left of my spine. My right hemisphere was definitely activated too. Lots of energy around
my crown and back heart chakras. Oh, and my aura felt so crisp and clean afterwards
~ S.D.
"I have spent the last couple years, and thousands of dollars, purchasing program after
program, searching for the answers, hoping and praying this is going to be the one, with
no major break throughs until now. My search is over and my life begins. Jarrad is the
real deal!
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you.. I am now living life instead of just
existing.....Forever grateful and grinning from ear to ear"
~ Debbie in New Brunswick Canada.
"There is nothing more priceless than feeling long lost pieces of my heart returning
home to me after so long."
~Rebeka Osirus

Your work has really made a huge difference in my life. I can't thank you
enough for making this possible. I feel a sense of peace and joy that I
have not experienced for a long time:) My children are doing much better
too. I can only be hopeful that many more good things are to come.

My heart is filled with a lot gratitude for you!
thank you so much!!
~ Shamya
--42 years of grief disappeared
I am truly amazed that the last vestiges of grief I've been carrying for 42 years
from the sudden death of my young husband disappeared while listening to
another woman on the call being healed of grief from the death of her only
son. I am in such gratitude to Jarrad for his gift, and willingness to devote his
life to assisting others to be free of these energies. Mary Neal
---This is really having an impact, on all levels - energetic, spiritual,
intellectually, it just keeps tying together and clearing.
-Blaze in Lancaster
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“After years with full blown aids my doctors have told me that I am now aids
free. For me, this work is a miracle.” Michael Shaun Hennessee, Los Angeles,
CA
---“My body is still zinging from the energy shifting that you did. I felt that in
my crown chakra, it felt electrical!” - Diana Irwin
---Thank you so much for your incredible work. It was like an answer to prayer.
My body has moved out and incredible amount of energy. AMAZING!
-Ellie in Indiana
----WOW!!! Extremely Powerful Jarrad! I'm vibrating all over the place! I
finally really GET IT! You make it so easy to visualize it, really feel it and
trust/know in our ability to create anything we desire! And, in less than 7

minutes a day!!! It feels scrumptiously delicious. I'll be playing this over and
over again! :-) Diane Maragos, TX
---Thanks, Jarrad!! Holy Canolli! I can totally feel it in my brain- 3rd eye
area.
Feel something awakening in my left eye! – Vicki
---“Thank you so much for the Home symbol. I downloaded it this
afternoon and as soon as I was looking at it, I got a powerful reaction.
I could feel energy so strongly and then I finally had to lie down. I
slept restfully for hours!!” – Diana Parish, TX
---“I bought the creation formula package and O.M.G, it's amazing. I can
feel the power of it. It feels great to let the old stuff come up and go
and see my paradigms drastically shift. I'm even seeing the filter
through which I have constructed my world peel away and I'm seeing
new potentials and possibilities arise as a result. It's sooooo cool.”
Tania Hess
---“Just a week after starting Jarrad’s Money Magnetization meditation
we sold some equipment we had been trying to sell for months for
$5,000 dollars. But it doesn't end there, just last week we received into
our bank account $8000 from our government. We had been
expecting a payment owed to us, but thought it would be around $2K
mark so you can imagine the joy when we received much more. I just
can't express how much this amped up the abundance process for
me.” Gaynor Tidboald in Australia
--OOOOOMMMMMMMGGGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! That was potent!!!!!
-Diane in Portugal

Jarrad Hewett’s Books and Media

Love, Life, God: The Journey of Creation
One of the most powerful and brilliant books you'll ever read, Love, Life,
God: The Journey of Creation is an awe-inspiring view of God,
Consciousness and what it means to be alive. It powerfully demonstrates
the full potential of love and conscious creatorship in ways that will
astound, astonish, and leave you breathlessly moved.
Love, Life, God is simple and humorous, yet profound and breathtaking.
Most importantly, the book empowers the audience to live in the now and
shows in life-altering ways how to truly love oneself.
Reviews
"A remarkable portrait of life... filled with love and awakening." --Dr. Joe
Vitale, Best-Selling Author and featured star of The Secret
"Absolutely fabulous! I've known Jarrad for many years, and he's the real
deal and a vital part of my discernment process. This book has the power
to transform your life." --Dee Wallace, Voice America Host and author of
Bright Light
"Love, Life, God offers profound insights and wisdom into the ever
expanding journey of life. It clears away the spiritual clutter and goes
straight for the essence. Every page is a gift for the reader." --Geoffrey
Hoppe, CrimsonCircle.com
"Jarrad takes us on a journey to understand the how and why of life and in
the process delivers a beautiful portrayal of love and creation. Lovely and
heart-opening!" --Jennifer Mclean, Host of Healing With the Masters

The Big E – Everything is Energy
This #1 International Amazon Best-Seller went to #1 in multiple categories
including: Happiness, Self-Help, Essays, and Humor and is a must read for
any conscious creator.The Big E is a look at the Universe and how our
thoughts go from energy to action and bring about our daily lives.
Join Jarrad Hewett (Author of Love, Life, God: The Journey of Creation),
and Dee Wallace (star of E.T., Cujo, and author of Conscious Creation) as
they explore the nature of colloquialisms and show you how to create
anything you want by unleashing the power of your own energy!
Sounds good, right? Well, you're not the only one who thinks so: "Jarrad
and Dee have come up with wonderful and hilarious illustrations of counter
intentions. In The Big E, they have literally broken down the process of
attraction to show you just how thoughts create. The best part? They've
managed to do it using words and thoughts we use every single day."
- Dr. Joe Vitale, best selling author of Zero Limits and featured star of The
Secret.

The Gospel of You
The Gospel of You is ultimately about freedom from limitation. It is about
freedom from fear and suffering. It's about the ability to choose love in
every moment, and see that love manifest instantaneously. It's about you,
and it's about God, and it's about how, ultimately, those two things are one
and the same.
Religion is probably the biggest hurdle humanity faces with this regard.
The Gospel of You isn't about religion so much as it's about you. It's about
what religion truly is, and why you are the way you are. It's about
consciousness and God and what both of those words really mean. It's
about why things are the way they are, and why we as people are so
reluctant, even resistant to change - even when that change ultimately

results in the very things we all say we want: peace, love, abundance, and
life ever after.

Booking Jarrad
For promotional Appearances, please contact Shannon Smith-Roof at
740.272.0934.
For Media and Television, Please contact Melanie Thomas at Abrams
Artists: 310.859.0625
If you are interested in booking Jarrad Hewett for your tele summit or
Live Event Series, please contact Shannon Smith-Roof at New Earth
Productions by calling 740.272.0934, or email info@jarradhewett.com.

